EDAMBA THESIS COMPETITION 2017

1st Prize
GREWATSCH SYLVIA, AARHUS UNIVERSITY
Strategic Perspectives on Corporate Sustainability: Alternative Views on the Field’s Business Case Predominance

2nd Prize
TAHIR, MUHAMMAD, KINGSTON UNIVERSITY
The Association between Earnings Management and Executive Compensation – Evidence from the FTSE 350 Index of Companies

3rd Prize
MARKOVIC STEFAN, ESADE BUSINESS SCHOOL
21st-Century Brands: An Innovation Opportunity and an Ethical Challenge

Distinguished papers (ranked in alphabetical order)

TRUNINGER DE ALBUQUERQUE MARGARIDA, ESADE BUSINESS SCHOOL
Unveiling the Catalysing Power of Emotional Intelligence over General Intelligence and Learning Performance

ALEKSIC DARIJA, UNIVERSITY OF LJUBLJANA
The Negative Aspects of Flow: Examining Relationships between Flow and Unethical Behavior

BAGHERZADEH NIRI MEHDI, ESADE
Governance of Inter-Organizational Collaborations When Engaged in Open Innovation

ILIĆ MIROSLAV, UNIVERSITY OF ZAGREB
The Impact of International Alternative Funds to the Real Economy

LINDNER THOMAS, VIENNA UNIVERSITY OF ECOECONOMICS & BUSINESS
Financing International Business: Distance, the Cost of Capital, and Financial Structure

MCARAN DANNY, HENLEY BUSINESS SCHOOL AT UNIVERSITY OF READING
Integrating the Intuitive into User Acceptance of Technology Theory

MOSTEO LETICIA, ESADE BUSINESS SCHOOL